METROPOLITAN EMERGENCY SERVICES BOARD
RADIO TECHNICAL OPERATIONS COMMITTEE AGENDA
March 27, 2019, 1:00 p.m.

1.

Call to Order – Committee Chair, Captain Scott Haas

2.

Approval of Agenda – Haas

3.

Approval of Minutes of February 27, 2019 Meeting – Haas

4.

Action Items
A. COMU Position Approvals – Tracey Fredrick
i. Jennifer Geiselhart INTD Approval
ii. Al Jankovich COML Renewal
B. University of Minnesota Site Profile Change Request – Jeff Lessard
C. City of Bloomington Participation Plan Change Request – Butch Gillum
D. Metro Standard Updates – Tracey Fredrick
i. 1.5.3 Variances & Waivers
ii. 6.3.0 Site Lease and Utilities
iii. 6.4.0 Entry Costs for New Full Participants
iv. 6.5.0 Prioritizing Capital Spending

5.

Moves, Additions & Changes to the System

6.

Committee Reports
A. Metro Mobility System Usage Update – Chad LeVasseur/Clay Stenbeck
B. System Managers/Metro Owners Group Update – Ron Jansen
C. SECB Committees
i. Steering – Jill Rohret
ii. OTC – John Gundersen/Nate Timm
iii. Interoperable Data Committee – Rod Olson/Jake Thompson
iv. IOC & Subcommittees – Thompson/Timm; Jansen; Timm/Dan Anderson
v. IPAWS – Haas
vi. Finance/Grants Workgroup – Rohret/Fredrick

7.

Other Business
A. IV&D Standard Development Volunteers

8.

Adjourn

Reminder: Next meeting scheduled for April 24, 2019

Metropolitan Emergency Services Board
Radio Technical Operations Committee
Meeting Notes
February 27, 2019
Members Present:
Scott Haas - Chair, Scott County
Ron Jansen – Vice Chair, Dakota County
Derek Baas, Sherburne County
Jon Eckel, Chisago County
John Gundersen, Hennepin County
Chad LeVasseur, Metropolitan Council
Mike Mihelich, Ramsey County

Rod Olson, City of Minneapolis
Bob Shogren, Isanti County
Chuck Steier, U of M
Jake Thompson, Anoka County
Nate Timm, Washington County
Tim Walsh, Carver County

Guests Present:
Nick Schatz, Scott County (alternate); Marcus Bruning; ECN, Jess English, Christine Kuennen,
Clay Stenbeck; Metro Mobility; Frank Jarman; Motorola, Victoria Vadnais, Allina Health EMS;
Brad Winger, HSEM; Jill Rohret, Tracey Fredrick and Martha Ziese, MESB.
1. Call to Order:
Scott Haas called the meeting to order at 1:00 p.m.
2. Approval of Agenda
M/S/C – Ron Jansen moved approve the agenda for February 27, 2019. Jake Thompson
seconded. Motion carried.
3. Approval of Minutes
John Gundersen asked the following changes to be made to the January 23, 2018 minutes: 4G.
Hennepin County Relocation Request. Correct move of the dispatch site from zone 2 to zone 1
and add the sentence “This includes the relocation of the backup dispatch site from zone 2 to
zone 1 for fault management.”
M/S/C – Gundersen moved to approve corrected minutes from January 23, 2018. Tim Walsh
seconded. Motion carried.
4A. Dakota County BDA Permission Request
Jansen said Dakota County is seeking permission to add Bi Directional Amplifiers at two of its
government facilities; Northern Services Center and Hastings. The equipment for both of these
units will not be directly connected to the ARMER system and will be tuned to the Dakota
County frequency list. Dakota County is in the process of getting both of these units registered
with the FCC.
M/S/C – Gundersen moved to approve Dakota County BDA Permission Request. Nate Timm
seconded. Motion carried.
4.B. Public Safety Communications Conference Award
Tracey Fredrick said the Metropolitan Emergency Services Board is seeking nominations for
both an elected official and non-elected individual to receive these awards for the Metro Region.
The awards will be presented on the first day of the Public Safety Communications conference.
Fredrick requested a volunteer to assist with the process. Nominations are due by March 15th.
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Ron Jansen and Jake Thompson volunteered.
Move, Additions & Changes to the System:
Walsh said Carver County will be moving one of their 100 MHz microwaves and fire paging
starting in May
Jansen the DCC is under construction and is approximately half completed. Microwave
equipment is to ship on Friday, March 1.
Thompson said Anoka County microwave is on hold and being delayed for warmer weather.
Timm said the Houlton tower is to be fully staffed by March 1, weather permitting. Jansen asked
about the VHF move and if that is on track. Timm responded that Washington County is
licensed for VMED at the 600 foot level with permissions, VMED will be moving to the MnDOT
Oakdale site and that is all on track for completion.
6. Committee Reports:
Metro Mobility System Usage Update
Clay Stenbeck, Operations Manager Jess English, Systems Manager and Christine Kuennen,
Senior Manager from Metro Mobility gave a PowerPoint presentation on Airtime Use Mitigation.
The presentation included ridership info and growth of the system, and plan implementation
timeline.
Timm asked why the southern zone is on ANCOM. Stenbeck responded that the zone has the
fewest hours and the smallest contract.
Haas asked if the entire southern zone is on ANCOM. Stenbeck responded that they are.
Stenbeck also iterated that the call starts wherever the ride is initiated, and that the average
rider is 10.48 miles, which means coverage moves from tower to tower. Timm asked a follow-up
question about ANCOM covering the call even when the bus leaves the southern zone.
Stenbeck responded no, it moves when the bus leaves the zone.
Gundersen asked what the goal is for airtime usage over the next year. Kuennen responded
that the goal is to get back to 525 total hours per month, but also need to be realistic with
ridership growth. Would like consideration for new target hours with growth in mind.
Rod Olson asked about the ranger system. Stenbeck and Kuennen responded that this is the
cell-based canned message system. It is believed that this will help cut airtime.
Haas asked how many talkgroups would be used during the migration. Chad LeVasseur stated
that there are three dispatch centers using a total of six current talkgroups. Haas followed-up
stating they should have a plan for reducing talkgroup footprint; having three total talkgroups
would be ideal.
Haas asked what sites are programmed on the radios today. LeVasseur said that the radios are
programmed to prefer City Center, but acknowledges there is a roaming issue. Haas followedup with a question if Mr. LeVasseur has the direct authority to fix this issue, to which LeVasseur
responded yes. Kuennen also identified a new position being hired to work directly with the new
technology.
Olson asked what the need for talkgroups would be if the driver is on private call. LeVasseur
responded that they are used for emergencies, and he would look into other options for
emergencies.
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Gundersen stated that there seems to be a drop of usage, then a substantial uptick every time
there a new contract starts, and asked if there was a way to have the drivers become
permanent like Metro Transit buses and train drivers. Kuennen stated that this option has been
considered, but it is heavily dependent on legislative funding, and that it is more expensive to
hire permanent employees vs. contracted employees.
Reports from SECB Committees:
Steering: Jill Rohret stated there was no report, the Steering team did not meet in December or
January.
OTC: Gundersen said the OTC met on February 12. MnDOT reported 99% of sites were
operational. There was an annual evaluation of the ARMER system. The Hennepin County
request to move backup location from Golden Valley to downtown Minneapolis was approved.
The OTC is changing its name to Land Mobile Radio (LMR) committee.
Interoperable Data Committee: Thompson said at the February 19 meeting there was a
discussion about the upcoming conferences, Mission Critical Push to Talk. That committee
name is also changing.
Interoperability Committee: Timm said the COMU met on February 19. There was discussion
about changing the committee to a workgroup. Discussion about federal class opportunities
COMU trainings.
IPAWS: Haas said jurisdictional authority was discussed and the standard will go before the
IPAWS committee next month for approval.
Finance/Grants Workgroup: Rohret said the last SHSP allocation was approved. The Motorola
contract is a continuing conversation. There is a state standard that outlines contract process
which has not been followed. The Finance chair is to go over the budget process with MnDOT
and ECN.
Fredrick said the application for the 2018 SHSP grant allocation is now available in eGrants.
…………………………
7. Other Business
Fredrick gave a reminder to the group about the upcoming Motorola Applied Networking training
being held May 6-10 at the Dakota County Empire East training facility. If you have not let Ms.
Fredrick know you would like to attend, please do so ASAP.
Eight metro standards have been reviewed; some will be ready for approval next month.
Appendix B is up for discussion because it was used as an interoperability template and it may
not be needed.
M/S/C – Jansen moved to adjourn. Thompson seconded. Motion carried.
Meeting adjourned at 2:20 p.m.
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Requirements Summary for COMU Applications
March 27, 2019 Radio TOC
COML Renewals

Name
Al Jankovich
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Complete an Attend
Give COMU comms.
ICS 205 (1
cont. ed. presentation exercise
pt.)
(3)
course (1) (3)
1
3
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in other
comms.
Serve as
Lead a
activity
COML for comms.
an event (3) exercise (5) (variable)
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INTD Approval

Name
Jennifer Geiselhart

Pub. saf.
bckgrd (3 yrs
in disp or
recog. RADO
for 1yr)
x

Awareness
of pub. saf.
comms.
technology ICS 100
x
x

ICS 144
x

ICS 200
x

ICS 700
x

ICS 800
x

Completion
of DHS INTD Desired:
course
ICS 300
x

Task Book
Complete
x

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA
Twin Cities Campus

Department of Public Safety
Emergency Communications

University Office Plaza – Suite 123
2221 University Avenue S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55414
Office: (612)624-7828

February 22th, 2019
Tracey Fredrick
Metropolitan Emergency Services Board
2099 University Avenue W.
St. Paul, MN 55104

Dear Tracey,
The University of Minnesota system is comprised of five educational campuses and a dozen research and outreach facilities
across the state. To ensure the safety of these communities the University maintains individual police departments on three of
the system campuses, which include the Twin Cities, Duluth and Morris campuses. The safety for the remaining campuses and
properties are accomplished via contracts and agreements with local law enforcement agencies.
911 and dispatching services for the Duluth and Morris campuses are provided by the primary PSAPs in the respective counties
where these agencies reside (Stevens and St. Louis). The U of M PSAP provides 911 services for the Twin Cities’ campus;
however, the duties of the U of M PSAP go beyond standard PSAP responsibilities. The U of M PSAP is also responsible for
providing administrative services for the University’s card access and burglar alarm systems, and video surveillance monitoring
of over 4,000 cameras across the entire system.
On the Twin Cities’ campus, a 911 emergency response begins in the PSAP, utilizing available video resources prior to
responders being dispatched. Dispatchers are oftentimes able to view live or recorded video of the reported area to confirm
incidents have occurred, and can also provide additional details to responders (locations, injuries, descriptions, direction of
travel, etc.) that were not provided by the caller. Unfortunately, communication constraints make it difficult for the U of M
PSAP to provide this service to Duluth and Morris responders. Currently, officers on those campuses must use cell phones to
make requests for additional information, which can be somewhat cumbersome.
The U of M Department of Public Safety would like to formally request to have our PSAP’s site profile be made available to the
ARMER sites surrounding the Duluth and Morris campuses. The availability of these talk groups would enable officers
dispatched to incidents on those campuses to communicate directly with the U of M PSAP to make real-time requests for
additional details, thereby improving situational awareness and promoting officer safety.
The University appreciates your consideration, and welcomes any feedback or ideas.
Sincerely,

Jeff Lessard, Director
University of Minnesota
Department of Public Safety
Emergency Communications Center
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METRO REGION
800 MHz Trunked Regional Public Safety Radio System
Standards, Protocols, Procedures
Document Section:
Sub-Section:
Procedure Title:
Date Established:
Replaces Document Dated:
Date Revised:

1 – Management of System
METRO 1.5.3
Variances & Waivers
3/19/01
5/19/01
5/24/01 2/11/19

Radio TOC Recommendation
Date: 5/24/01
MESB Approval - Signature:
Date: 06/01/01

1. Purpose or Objective
The purpose of this section is to set forth the process by which variances or waivers to these
standards, protocols and procedures will be granted to a requesting agency.
 Variance is defined as an allowed divergence from full adherence to an adopted standard,
protocol or procedure.
 Waiver is defined as a complete release from an adopted standard, protocol or procedure.
2. Technical Background:
 Capabilities
N/A
 Constraints
N/A

3. Operational Context:
The Metropolitan Emergency Services Board (MESB) is charged with setting standards and
determining protocols and procedures for the smoothest possible operations between and
among the users of the shared region-wide 800 MHz digital trunked public safety radio
system.
The users fall into two groups:
 Full participants in the shared infrastructure
 Conventional users who will have access to the regional system by utilizing
interoperability equipment that has been designed into the system.

The ability to communicate between these two groups is possible due to the
interoperational hardware and software installed on the region-wide system. The
improper use of this equipment can have minor to grave consequences. These standards,
policies and procedures have been set forth by teams consisting of radio users and
managers from both groups so as to maximize service to the citizens of the metropolitan
area and minimize potential negative consequences. Therefore, variances and waivers
must not compromise the integrity of the Regional Public Safety system or any of its
participants.
4. Recommended Protocol/ Standard:
METRO 1.5.3—Variances & Waivers
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Each request for variance or waiver from the adopted standards, policies and/or
procedures must be made in writing to the MESB.
It is highly recommended that any member of the MESB JPA bring forward requested
changes to the Radio Technical Operations Committee for review prior to being reviewed
by the State.

5. Recommended Procedure:
1. A written request for the variance and/or waiver must be sent to the MESB and
include:
 A full description of the desired variance or waiver including section and subsection references,
 The reason for the variance or waiver (including the potential consequences if
the request is not approved),
 A preliminary assessment on the other regional system users, and an estimate of
any associated costs.
2. At their discretion the MESB may act on the request, but will generally forward
requests to the Radio Technical Operations Committee (TOC) for review, analysis
and/or recommendation.
 The Executive Director, or his/her designee, in consultation with the affected
system manager, may approve a temporary variance or waiver until the official
process is completed.
 Emergency deviations from the standards must be communicated to all affected
parties.

3. An assessment will be conducted by the Radio TOC and will address:
 Technical impact to current and future system performance including which
system or subsystem will be or may be affected.
 Operational including capacity impact to current and future system performance
including which system or subsystem will be or may be affected.
 The degree of conformance with MESB plan and standards.
 Cost impact to the MESB and current participants
 Potential alternative solutions
4. The Radio TOC will forward the completed assessment to the MESB along with
recommendations including ways to mitigate negative impact if appropriate.

5. The MESB will advise all affected agencies of all requests along with potential
impact and invite their comment.

6. The MESB may approve, disapprove or modify the request. The Board will notify all
affected parties of their decision.

7. If approved or modified, the MESB will set forth operational and/or financial
responsibility as appropriate and notify all affected parties.
METRO 1.5.3—Variances & Waivers
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6. Management
The Executive Director and staff of the Metropolitan Emergency Services Board, acting on
behalf of the board, will manage this process.

METRO 1.5.3—Variances & Waivers
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METRO REGION
800 MHz Trunked Regional Public Safety Radio System
Standards, Protocols, Procedures
Document Section:
Sub-Section:
Procedure Title:
Date Established:
Replaces Document Dated:
Date Revised:

6 – Financial Policies &
Procedures
METRO 6.3.0
Site Lease, Property
Insurance, and Utilities Costs
08/27/01
2/11/19

Radio TOC Approval – Signature:

MESB Approval - Signature:
09/07/01

1. Purpose or Objective
The purpose of this standard is to outline a procedure for determining costs of site leases and
utilities for operation of the first phase backbone system and for billing each agency its prorated
share. The standard is governed by Minnesota Statutes 473.902, which grants the Metropolitan
Emergency Services Board (MESB) the power to spread costs across the users of the system, and by
the various cooperative agreements between the Board and the governmental entities who are full
participants in the region-wide system.
2. Technical Background:
 Capabilities
N/A
 Constraints
N/A
3. Operational Context:
Minnesota statues provide for the MESB to assess each fully participating entity a fee to cover the
ongoing costs of operating and maintaining the system. The MESB’s Policy with regard to site
lease costs, property insurance costs, and utilities costs as adopted by resolution on June 1, 2001
states: Whereas, The Board incurs recurring costs for space leased in and on various buildings and
towers to accommodate equipment for the first phase system; and Whereas, Minnesota Statutes
and the cooperative agreements between the Board and each local entity entitle the Board to
charge back a pro rated share of those costs to each local unit of government or participating
entity, Whereas the Board has obtained insurance coverage for property damage and liability for
the system as a whole, and Whereas, the sites are used jointly by the several participants in the
region-wide network, Therefore, the Board shall begin charging such fees, to be billed quarterly,
effective January 1, 2002. Until that date, the Board shall pay its share of those costs from its
capital accounts, and Therefore, the Board shall begin charging local entities pro-rated shares of
the cost of insurance coverage effective with the date of coverage, to be billed quarterly.
METRO Metro 6.3.0 Site lease and utilities
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4. Recommended Protocol/ Standard:
The standard is governed by the cooperative agreement among the parties.
5. Recommended Procedure:
Each year, during the MESB’s annual budgeting process, MESB staff shall prepare an estimate of
the projected lease and utilities costs to be covered for the upcoming calendar year. This procedure
shall be accomplished by the regular June meeting of the Board. Lease and utilities costs are the
actual costs incurred by the Board and shall be billed quarterly within 30 days following each
calendar quarter beginning with the first quarter of 2002.
Each entity shall be informed of the amount projected to be charged for the following calendar year
no later than August 1st of the year preceding the budget year.
6. Management
The Executive Director of the Board is responsible for managing this procedure.

METRO Metro 6.3.0 Site lease and utilities
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METRO REGION
800 MHz Trunked Regional Public Safety Radio System
Standards, Protocols, Procedures
Document Section:
Sub-Section:
Procedure Title:
Date Established:
Replaces Document Dated:
Date Revised:

6 – Financial Policies &
Procedures
METRO 6.4.0
Entry Costs for New Full
Participants
08/27/01
2/11/19

Radio TOC Approval – Signature:

MESB Approval - Signature:
09/07/01

1. Purpose or Objective
The purpose of this standard is to set a procedure for determining the costs to be charged to eligible
entities that apply for full participation in the metropolitan region of the ARMER system.
2. Technical Background:
• Capabilities
The eligible entity (local unit of government, eligible emergency medical service provider, special
purpose government agency) must have existing VHF, UHF or conventional 800 MHz, P25,
ARMER System equipment capable of communicating on assigned and licensed public safety land
mobile channels.
• Constraints
The eligible entity must comply with the interoperability training requirements established by the
Statewide Emergency Communications Board (formerly known as the Statewide Radio Board) (See
ARMER Standard 1.11.45e).
3. Operational Context:
Minnesota Statutes 473.894 Subdivision 8 provides as follows: Cost apportionment. The board
shall determine how capital, operating, and administrative costs of the first phase system will be
spread across users of the region-wide public safety radio communication system, including costs
for additional participants.
On June 1, 2001 the former Metropolitan Radio Board adopted by resolution the following policy:
Whereas, it is the policy of the Metropolitan Radio Board to strongly encourage all eligible user
entities...to participate fully in the region-wide 800 MHz trunked system, therefore, it shall be the
policy of the Board to charge no fixed fee for admittance to the region-wide network. Fees charged
to new users shall be negotiated on a case by case basis and shall be based on the projected costs to
the MESB for technical consultation, design, construction of infrastructure and equipment required
to accommodate the needs of the new user and on projected costs to upgrade system capacity or
alter system design due to impacts placed on the system by the new user.
Entry Costs for New Participants
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4. Recommended Protocol/ Standard:
The Metropolitan Emergency Services Board (MESB) shall determine the amount of an entry fee, if
any, to be charged to those entities applying for full participation at the time of the negotiation of
the cooperative agreement. Any amount required by the Board shall be based on the design
document and shall be stated in the cooperative agreement.
5. Recommended Procedure:
During the application process for full participation in the system (see Metro Standard 1.10.19a2)
an eligible entity must submit a technical design plan to the Board and enter into a cooperative
agreement with the Board. During the review of the technical design plan by the Radio Technical
Operations Committee, the committee shall prepare a report to the Board concerning any design
impacts to be placed on the system by the new user that will require new capital spending by the
Board. That report shall provide the basis for determining one- time costs to be charged to the new
entity for becoming a full participant. Such costs must be approved by the full MESB membership.
6. Management
This procedure will be managed by MESB staff.

Entry Costs for New Participants
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METRO REGION
800 MHz Trunked Regional Public Safety Radio System
Standards, Protocols, Procedures
Document Section:
Sub-Section:
Procedure Title:
Date Established:
Replaces Document Dated:
Date Revised:

6—Financial
Policies
& Radio TOC Approval – Signature:
Procedures
Date: 5/28/03
METRO 6.5.0
Prioritizing Capital Spending
4/9/03
MESB Approval - Signature:
6/6/03
5/28/03 2/11/19

1. Purpose or Objective
To establish a policy that will provide criteria and a process for determining how the Metropolitan
Emergency Services Board (MESB) spends its capital funds for the metropolitan region portion of
the ARMER system.
2. Technical Background:
 Capabilities
Capabilities are based on the current state of the art.


Constraints
Subject to vendor availability of products and resources and the availability of capital funds.

3. Operational Context:
The MESB is empowered by statute to set its budget for capital improvements to the system. This
standard provides a methodology for the Radio Technical Operations Committee (Radio TOC) to
make recommendations to the MESB in determining priorities and timing for such expenditures.
4. Recommended Protocol/ Standard:
The proposal for determining capital spending is composed of three main evaluations and three
check “valves.” The first evaluation is a series of questions regarding the effect on the system.
In this evaluation projects pass, fail or are given a deferred result. The second evaluation
determines criticality and will put projects in one of four levels. The check valves determine
whether funding is available, the vendor is able to accomplish the project, and if other
prerequisites are met, such as dependencies, system upgrades and frequencies are available. The
last evaluation determines the timing of the project and placing it on the timeline. It should be
noted that the Radio TOC will recommend to the MESB the level of criticality and the timing of
the projects.

METRO 6.5.0 Prioritizing Capital Spending
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5. Recommended Procedure:
Evaluation #1—Pass/Fail/Deferred
In the first evaluation, a project must receive a “yes” answer to one of the following
questions. If no “yes” is received, the project fails and would need to go to the Radio
TOC for further consideration. The exception to this is a deferred project. For example,
it is likely that at some time in the future a county subsystem will move to join the
system. It is fairly certain that once they submit a plan it will be accepted. At this point,
without any specifics, the county’s subsystem would fail. However the Radio TOC
members know that this will need to be done, so they will give it a deferred rating.
Deferred project skip evaluation #2 and go straight to the deferred section of the timeline.
Once the project meets one of the below questions, it will then go through evaluation #2
and be repositioned on the timeline.
Questions:
• Does the project add needed capacity to the system?
• Does the project add needed coverage to the system?
• Is the project a required system change (as required by the Legislature or vendor)?
• Does the project improve an identified system degradation?
• Does the project provide improved system reliability?
• Is the project an approved subsystem plan?
• Does the project provide needed interoperability?
• Has the project been requested by the Radio TOC?
Evaluation #2—Criticality
At this stage, projects are placed by the Radio TOC into one of four criticality levels:
•
•
•
•

Critical—addresses system limitations that have a direct and/or imminent impact
on users’ ability to effectively use the system.
Priority—required by law or to maintain industry support or is needed to
maintain system availability, reliability and performance.
Needed System Improvement—improves system availability, reliability and
performance.
System Enhancement—provides desired feature sets or improves for operational
efficiency or cost effectiveness.

Evaluation #3—Dependencies
These check valves are yes/no questions. They do not prevent a project from going onto
the timeline (see Evaluation #4 for further explanation).
METRO 6.5.0 Prioritizing Capital Spending
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1: Is funding available?
2: Does the vendor have the capability to provide the product or meet deadline?
3: Are all prerequisites met (ex. are frequencies available, are software upgrades
required, resources available, other standards and other dependencies)?
4: If applicable, does MnDOT approve of the impact on the backbone?
Evaluation #4—Timeline
The timeline spreadsheet will have four blocks where projects will be located. The
blocks correspond to the four criticality levels. The timeline will include a fifth block for
the deferred projects.
Depending upon the results from the check valves, the projects will be color-coded: if a
project passes all three it will be green; if funding is not available for the project it will be
blue; if the vendor cannot support it, it will be orange; and if all prerequisites are not met
it will be red. All deferred projects will be black.
All projects that are not “green” will have footnotes attached to the project timeline
spreadsheet identifying the dependencies and other pertinent information.
6. Management
The staff of the Metropolitan Emergency Services Board shall manage the administration of the
plan. The Radio TOC will rank projects and instruct MESB staff to place projects on the timeline.
This policy shall be reviewed for possible revision or cancellation within two years of its
adoption date.

METRO 6.5.0 Prioritizing Capital Spending
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Metro Mobility Usage
(Hours:Mins:Secs)
2019
Anoka
(Lino
Lakes)

Month
City Center
January
343:33:37 208:53:30
February
382:09:11 250:50:04
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Dakota Norwood Hastings
74:10:28
71:45:16 150:07:30
74:30:44
87:10:01 79:07:58

Difference
since Jan.
12

656:57:50 385:58:45 298:06:15

Target

150:00:00

75:00:00

75:00:00

222:53:22 265:34:15

75:00:00

75:00:00

North
Branch

0:26:46

0:00:00

Hennepin
West

Overall
848:30:21 *note missing data for Jan
873:47:58 Motorola reporting error, new
0:00:00 report not yet given
0:00:00
0:00:00
0:00:00
0:00:00
0:00:00
0:00:00
0:00:00
0:00:00
0:00:00

152:56:51 1982:54:04

75:00:00

525:00:00

